Alcohol Bottles

AB01 - Lager Bottle
Buy 12 for £132
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB02 - Brown Ale Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB03 - Beer Bottle
Buy 12 for £132
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB06 - White Wine Bottle
Buy 12 for £132
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB07 - Champagne Bottle
Buy 12 for £144
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB08 - Red Wine Bottle (Cork Top)
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w (£50 deposit per item)
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB15 - Hip-Flask Whisky Bottle
Buy 12 for £132
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB24 - Magnum Champagne Bottle
£26.00 (excludes VAT)

AB27 - French Cognac Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
AB30 - Generic Whiskey Bottle
Buy 12 for £144
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB32 - Antique Beer Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB33 - White Wine Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB34 - Ale Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB35 - Antique Port Bottle
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB38 - Red Wine Bottle (Screw Top)
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£30 deposit per item)
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB39 - Generic Large Vodka Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

AB40 - Clear White Wine Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB43 - Blended Scotch Whisky Optics Bottle
£19.00 (excludes VAT)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price (excludes VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB44</td>
<td>Vintage Single Malt Whisky Bottle</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB46</td>
<td>Generic Bourbon Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB47</td>
<td>Botanical Gin Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB48</td>
<td>Kentucky Bourbon Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB49</td>
<td>Blended Scotch Whiskey Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB50</td>
<td>Tequila Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB51</td>
<td>Navy Rum Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB52</td>
<td>Large Brown Beer Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB53</td>
<td>Red Wax Bourbon Bottle</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AB48 - Kentucky Bourbon Bottle**  
Buy 12 for £144  
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
AB54 - Louisiana Bourbon Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB55 - Cloudy Cider Half DemiJohn
£25.00 (excludes VAT)

AB56 - Vintage Square Gin Bottle
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

AB57 - Vintage Champagne Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB58 - Modern Port Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AB59 - Short Beer Bottle
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

AB60 - Prosecco Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
Antique/Vintage Items

**AB32 - Antique Beer Bottle**
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

**AB35 - Antique Port Bottle**
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w (£50 deposit per item)
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

**AB56 - Vintage Square Gin Bottle**
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

**AB57 - Vintage Champagne Bottle**
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

**GJ03 - Large Vintage Jar**
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

**GJ04 - Small Vintage Jar**
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

**GJ13 - Antique Jam Jar**
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB24 - Antique Terracotta Jug**
£27.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB26 - Soup Tureen**
£37.00 (excludes VAT)
LF04 - Small Lamp Funnel
£17.00 (excludes VAT)

LF08 - Large Lamp Funnel
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

LF12 - Wide Lamp Funnel
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

LF15 - Opal Oil Lamp Globe
Frosted finish - £46
£31.00 (excludes VAT)

M19 - Large Terracotta Urn
£43.00 (excludes VAT)

M20 - Medium Terracotta Urn
£32.00 (excludes VAT)

M21 - Small Terracotta Urn
£24.00 (excludes VAT)

M26 - Terracotta Pot
£24.00 (excludes VAT)

MB03 - Vintage Tomato Sauce Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
MB05 - Vintage Medicine Bottle
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

MB08 - Tall Antique Bottle
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

MB09 - ½ Pint Milk Bottle
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

MB11 - Old Style Pint Milk Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB14 - Antique Brown Medicine Bottle
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

MB18 - Antique Hip-Flask Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB21 - Small Antique Green Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

MB22 - Large Antique Green Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

MB23 - Cut Glass Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)
MB25 - Vintage Soft Drink Bottle
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

MB26 - Vintage Brown Medical Bottle
(Base - £14 / Stopper - £6)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)
Ashtrays

AT01 - Glass Stacking Ashtray
Buy 4 for £48
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

AT02 - Ornate Ashtray
Buy 4 for £72
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

AT03 - Small Cut Glass Ashtray
£19.00 (excludes VAT)
Bowls

C23 - Soup Bowl
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

JB01 - Sugar Bowl
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

JB03 - Rose Bowl
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

JB05 - Cut Glass Bowl
£29.00 (excludes VAT)

JB12 - Goldfish Bowl
£27.00 (excludes VAT)

JB14 - Small Cereal Bowl
Buy 12 for £168
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

JB15 - Large Cut Rose Bowl
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£29.00 (excludes VAT)

JB16 - Small Cut Fruit Bowl
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£29.00 (excludes VAT)

JB20 - Large Cereal Bowl
£19.00 (excludes VAT)
JB25 - Pudding Bowl
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

JB27 - Elliptical Bowl With Gold Trim
£39.00 (excludes VAT)

JB28 - Fluted Elliptical Bowl
£39.00 (excludes VAT)

JB30 - Mixing Bowl
Unpainted Version - £33
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £26
£42.00 (excludes VAT)

JB31 - Stackable Glass Bowl
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £16
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

JB32 - Terracotta Tapas Dish
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

JB33 - Pie Dish
£16.00 (excludes VAT)
Ceramic Vases

M19 - Large Terracotta Urn
£43.00 (excludes VAT)

M20 - Medium Terracotta Urn
£32.00 (excludes VAT)

M21 - Small Terracotta Urn
£24.00 (excludes VAT)

M26 - Terracotta Pot
£24.00 (excludes VAT)

WV07 - Large Ribbed Vase
£43.00 (excludes VAT)

WV12 - Coral Vase
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

WV15 - Small Vase
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

WV16 - Medium Urn
£26.00 (excludes VAT)

WV17 - Hexagonal Vase
£26.00 (excludes VAT)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Base Price</th>
<th>Lid Price</th>
<th>Total Price (excludes VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WV18</td>
<td>Large Lidded Urn</td>
<td>£27 £27</td>
<td>£10 £10</td>
<td>£38 £38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV19</td>
<td>Large Ginger Vase</td>
<td>£33 £33</td>
<td>£10 £10</td>
<td>£44 £44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV20</td>
<td>Small Lidded Urn</td>
<td>£26 £26</td>
<td>£10 £10</td>
<td>£36 £36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Decanters & Carafes

**DC03 - Small Carafe**
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £12
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC06 - Portuguese Carafe**
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC07 - Ships Decanter**
(Base - £23 / Stopper - £6)
£30.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC08 - Cut Glass Decanter**
(Base - £23 / Stopper - £6)
Real ‘Twin’ Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£30.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC10 - Large Carafe**
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC11 - Ornate Carafe**
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC12 - Square Cut Glass Decanter**
(Base - £24 / Stopper - £6)
Buy 4 for £116
Real ‘Twin’ Hire: £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£30.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC13 - Faceted Decanter**
£30.00 (excludes VAT)

**DC14 - Pleated Decanter**
£30.00 (excludes VAT)
DC15 - Tapered Cut Decanter
(Base - £24 / Stopper - £6)
£30.00 (excludes VAT)
Dressed & Painted Items

AB01-DB - Lager Bottle (Dressed Brown)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

AB01-DG - Lager Bottle (Dressed Green)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

AB06-D - White Wine Bottle (Dressed)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

AB07-D - Champagne Bottle (Dressed)
£25.00 (excludes VAT)

AB08-D - Red Wine Bottle (Dressed)
Twin Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

AB24-D - Magnum Champagne Bottle (Dressed)
£38.00 (excludes VAT)

AB30-DV - Vodka Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

AB30-DW - Whiskey Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

AB34-D - Ale Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)
AB35-D - Antique Port Bottle (Dressed)
Twin Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

AB47-D - Botanical Gin Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

AB48-D - Whiskey Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

AB53-D - Red Wax Bourbon Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ07-D - Large Jam Jar (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ08-D - Small Jam Jar (Dressed)
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ09-D - Small Coffee Jar (Dressed)
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ14-D - Medium Hexagonal Jar (Dressed)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

LB01-D - New Chemical Bottle (Dressed)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)
LB28-D - Small Lab Bottle (Dressed)  
£22.00 (excludes VAT)

LB29-D - Medium Lab Bottle (Dressed)  
£24.00 (excludes VAT)

MB19-D - Large Table Water Bottle (Dressed)  
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

MB20-D - Small Soft Drink Bottle (Dressed)  
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

O07-P - Large Female Figurine (Painted)  
£57.00 (excludes VAT)

O08-P - Toby Jug (Painted)  
£52.00 (excludes VAT)
Garden Items

M16 - Small Flowerpot
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

M17 - Large Flowerpot
£26.00 (excludes VAT)

M18 - Terracotta Trough
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

O09 - Cartoon Garden Gnome
£38.00 (excludes VAT)

O10 - Tall Garden Gnome
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

O11 - Bird Feeder Gnome
£48.00 (excludes VAT)

O12 - Magic Mushroom Gnome
£48.00 (excludes VAT)
Glass Jars

GJ01 - Large Coffee Jar
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ02 - Large Pickle Jar
£25.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ03 - Large Vintage Jar
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ04 - Small Vintage Jar
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ07 - Large Jam Jar
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ08 - Small Jam Jar
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ09 - Small Coffee Jar
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ10 - Pasta Sauce Jar
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ11 - Large Storage Jar
£25.00 (excludes VAT)
GJ13 - Antique Jam Jar
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ14 - Medium Hexagonal Jar
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ15 - Small Hexagonal Jar
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ16 - Storage Pot
(Base - £19 / Lid - £8)
£27.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ17 - Preserve Jar
£17.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ18 - Standard Jam Jar
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

GJ19 - Large Mayonnaise Jar
£15.00 (excludes VAT)
Glass Vases

**GV04 - Large Glass Vase**
Buy 4 for £100
£26.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV05 - Rope Twist Vase**
Buy 4 for £80
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV10 - Wide Cut Vase**
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV11 - Large Crystal Vase**
Buy 4 for £108
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV12 - Medium Crystal Vase**
Buy 4 for £88
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV13 - Faceted Vase**
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV14 - Footed Cut Crystal Vase**
£29.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV15 - Large Footed Vase With Lid**
£43.00 (excludes VAT)

**GV16 - Small Footed Vase With Lid**
£39.00 (excludes VAT)
GV17 - Square Bud Vase
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

GV18 - Retro Vase
Smoked Colour, add £50 To Order
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

GV19 - Pleated Vase
Smoked Colour, add £50 To Order
£28.00 (excludes VAT)
Glasses

- **G02 - Old Straight Pint Glass**
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
  - £13.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G03 - Modern Pint Glass**
  - Buy 12 for £132
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
  - £12.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G04 - Dimpled Tankard**
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
  - £16.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G07 - Whiskey Tumbler**
  - Buy 12 for £132
  - Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
  - (£50 deposit per item)
  - £12.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G08 - Modern ½ Pint Glass**
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
  - £12.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G10 - Hiball Glass**
  - Buy 12 for £132
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
  - £12.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G12 - Dimpled Tumbler**
  - £13.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G18 - Duralex Tumbler**
  - Buy 12 for £132
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
  - £12.00 (excludes VAT)

- **G20 - Tulip Pint Glass**
  - Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
  - £13.00 (excludes VAT)
G21 - Large Juice Glass
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G22 - Cut Glass Whiskey Tumbler
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G23 - Diamond Whiskey Tumbler
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G24 - Cut Hiball Glass
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G25 - Small Juice Glass
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G27 - Ornate Short Tumbler
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G28 - Panelled US Style Beer Mug
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

G29 - Glass Tea Cup & Saucer
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

G30 - Tapered Cut Whiskey Tumbler
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
G31 - Pleated Whiskey Tumbler
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G32 - Small Shot Glass
Buy 12 for £108
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

G33 - Medium Shot Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

G34 - Short Curved Hiball Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G35 - Tall Curved Hiball Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G36 - Cross Hatch Cut Tumbler
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G37 - Square Hiball Glass
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

G38 - Square Whiskey Tumbler
£10.00 (excludes VAT)
Jugs & Pitchers

**JB18 - Gravy Boat**
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB19 - Large Jug**
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w (£50 deposit per item)
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB21 - Glass Water Jug**
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB22 - Small Jug**
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB23 - Alcohol Glass Pitcher**
£26.00 (excludes VAT)

**JB24 - Antique Terracotta Jug**
£27.00 (excludes VAT)
Kitchenware

C02 - Sideplate
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

C03 - Dinner Plate
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

C04 - Saucer
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

C06 - Tea Cup
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

C08 - Mug
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

C16 - Teapot
Buy 4 for £108
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

C17 - Coffee Mug
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

C18 - Tapered Espresso Cup
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

C19 - Tapered Espresso Saucer
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)
C20 - Straight Espresso Cup
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

C21 - Straight Espresso Saucer
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

C22 - Large Dinner Plate
£25.00 (excludes VAT)

C23 - Soup Bowl
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

JB01 - Sugar Bowl
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

JB14 - Small Cereal Bowl
Buy 12 for £168
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

JB17 - Ceramic Oven Dish
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

JB20 - Large Cereal Bowl
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

JB25 - Pudding Bowl
£21.00 (excludes VAT)
JB26 - Soup Tureen
£37.00 (excludes VAT)

JB30 - Mixing Bowl
Unpainted Version - £33
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £26
£42.00 (excludes VAT)

JB32 - Terracotta Tapas Dish
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

JB33 - Pie Dish
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

M24 - Glass Salt Cellar
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£8.00 (excludes VAT)

M25 - Ceramic Salt Cellar
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£8.00 (excludes VAT)
Labware

LB01 - New Chemical Bottle
Breakaway Lid - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

LB07 - Small Boiling Flask
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

LB08 - Test Tube
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £9
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

LB11 - Small Reagent Bottle
Breakaway Lid - £6
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
Plastic Lid - £2.50
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

LB12 - Large Reagent Bottle
Breakaway Lid - £6
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £13
Plastic Lid - £2.50
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

LB13 - Syringe
£27.00 (excludes VAT)

LB14 - Glass Cylinder
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

LB16 - Low Form Graduated Beaker
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

LB17 - Organ Storage Jar
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
LB18 - Petri Dish
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

LB19 - Bell Jar
£43.00 (excludes VAT)

LB21 - Large Battery Jar
(Base - £50 / Lid - £10)
£61.00 (excludes VAT)

LB22 - Small Battery Jar
(Base - £36 / Lid - £10)
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £24
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

LB25 - Small Measuring Beaker
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £20
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

LB26 - Medium Conical Flask
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £20
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

LB27 - Small Conical Flask
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £18
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

LB28 - Small Lab Bottle
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

LB29 - Medium Lab Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)
LB30 - Large Glass Cylinder
£48.00 (excludes VAT)

LB31 - Wide Mouth Reagent Bottle
(Base - £23 / Lid - £8)
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £24
£32.00 (excludes VAT)

LB32 - Narrow Mouth Reagent Bottle
(Base - £19 / Lid - £8)
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £18
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

LB33 - Large Boiling Flask
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £34
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

LB34 - Large Conical Flask
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £26
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

LB35 - Wide Mouth Reagent Jar
(Base - £30 / Lid - £16)
Real 'Twin' Hire – £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

LB36 - Large Specimen Jar
£65.00 (excludes VAT)

LB37 - Medium Specimen Jar
£50.00 (excludes VAT)
## Lighting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price (£) (excludes VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF02</td>
<td>Pleated Lightbulb cover</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF04</td>
<td>Small Lamp Funnel</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF06</td>
<td>Bayonet Fitting lightbulb</td>
<td>Buy 12 for £120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF07</td>
<td>Large Screw fitting lightbulb</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF08</td>
<td>Large Lamp Funnel</td>
<td>£21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF09</td>
<td>Small Frosted globe lamp cover</td>
<td>£19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF10</td>
<td>Tealight Holder</td>
<td>£11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF12</td>
<td>Wide Lamp Funnel</td>
<td>£21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF13</td>
<td>Ornate Lampstand</td>
<td>Buy 4 for £108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LF14 - Candle Screw-Fitting Lightbulb
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

LF15 - Opal Oil Lamp Globe
Frosted finish - £46
£31.00 (excludes VAT)

LF16 - Energy Saving Fluorescent Lightbulb
£60.00 (excludes VAT)

LF17 - Large Lamp Base
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

LF18 - fluorescent 4ft Strip Light
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

LF19 - Chandelier Crystals
£30.00 (excludes VAT)
Misc Bottles

MB01 - Blue Water Bottle
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

MB02 - Green Water Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB03 - Vintage Tomato Sauce Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB05 - Vintage Medicine Bottle
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

MB07 - Pint Milk Bottle
Buy 12 for £144
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB08 - Tall Antique Bottle
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

MB09 - ½ Pint Milk Bottle
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

MB10 - Table Water Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB11 - Old Style Pint Milk Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
MB12 - Coke Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB14 - Antique Brown Medicine Bottle
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

MB15 - Mini Pill Bottle
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

MB16 - Small Olive Oil Bottle
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

MB17 - Cough Syrup Bottle
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

MB18 - Antique Hip-Flask Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB19 - Large Table Water Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB20 - Small Soft Drink Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

MB21 - Small Antique Green Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)
MB22 - Large Antique Green Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

MB23 - Cut Glass Bottle
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

MB24 - Glass Demijohn
£44.00 (excludes VAT)

MB25 - Vintage Soft Drink Bottle
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

MB26 - Vintage Brown Medical Bottle
(Base - £14 / Stopper - £6)
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

MB28 - Tomato Sauce Bottle
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
Misc Items

- Ice & Icicles
- M13 - Glass Wall Block
  £23.00 (excludes VAT)
- M14 - 10-inch Record
  £21.00 (excludes VAT)
- M15 - 12-inch Record
  £21.00 (excludes VAT)
- M23 - Glass Display Dome
  £55.00 (excludes VAT)
- M27 - Glass Football
  £30.00 (excludes VAT)
Ornamental

M07 - Glass Mannequin Head
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

M11 - Female Mannequin Head
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

M22 - Male Mannequin Head
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

MB27 - Large Ornamental Bottle & Stopper
(Base - £60 / Stopper - £12)
Red Colour, add £50 To Order
£72.00 (excludes VAT)

O07 - Large Female Figurine
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

O07-P - Large Female Figurine (Painted)
£57.00 (excludes VAT)

O08 - Character Jug
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

O08-P - Toby Jug (Painted)
£52.00 (excludes VAT)

O13 - Mozart Bust
£48.00 (excludes VAT)
O14 - Japanese Figurine
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

O15 - Crystal Ball
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

O16 - Geisha Girl Figurine
£25.00 (excludes VAT)

O17 - Hilary Figurine
£25.00 (excludes VAT)

O18 - Small Female Figurine
£19.00 (excludes VAT)

O19 - Christmas Tree Bauble
£12.00 (excludes VAT)
Perfume & Aftershave

PB02 - Fluted Perfume Bottle
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

PB04 - Aftershave Bottle
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

PB07 - Tapered Perfume Bottle
£11.00 (excludes VAT)
Plastic StageSafe® Items

SSAB01 - Lager Bottle
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

SSAB07 - Champagne Bottle
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

SSAB08 - Red Wine Bottle
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

SSAB30 - Generic Whiskey Bottle
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

SSAB48 - Kentucky Bourbon Bottle
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC03 - Dinner Plate
Buy 12 for £144
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£48.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC04 - Saucer
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC06 - Tea Cup
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC08 - Mug
£50.00 (excludes VAT)
SSC16 - Teapot  
£95.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC17 - Coffee Mug  
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC18 - Tapered Espresso Cup  
£44.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC19 - Tapered Espresso Saucer  
£44.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC20 - Straight Espresso Cup  
£44.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC21 - Straight Espresso Saucer  
£44.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC22 - Large Dinner Plate  
£56.00 (excludes VAT)

SSC23 - Soup Bowl  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8  
£48.00 (excludes VAT)

SSDC12 - Square Cut Glass Decanter  
£101.00 (excludes VAT)
SSE01 - German Antique Beer Bottle
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

SSE02 - Large Clear Beer Bottle
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

SSG22 - Cut Glass Whiskey Tumbler
£50.00 (excludes VAT)

SSJB14 - Small Cereal Bowl
Buy 12 for £168
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£44.00 (excludes VAT)

SSJB22 - Small Jug
£65.00 (excludes VAT)

SSJB30 - Mixing Bowl
Unpainted Version - £33
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £26
£76.00 (excludes VAT)

SSJB32 - Terracotta Tapas Dish
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£52.00 (excludes VAT)

SSLF13 - Ornate Lampstand
£95.00 (excludes VAT)

SSLF17 - Large Lamp Base
£84.00 (excludes VAT)
SSM16 - Small Flowerpot
£59.00 (excludes VAT)

SSM19 - Large Terracotta Urn
£177.00 (excludes VAT)

SSM20 - Medium Terracotta Urn
£96.00 (excludes VAT)

SSM21 - Small Terracotta Urn
£72.00 (excludes VAT)

SSM26 - Terracotta Pot
£72.00 (excludes VAT)

SSO07 - Large Female Figurine
Painted Version - £120
£112.00 (excludes VAT)

SSWV15 - Small Vase
£74.00 (excludes VAT)

SSWV16 - Medium Urn
£91.00 (excludes VAT)

SSWV17 - Hexagonal Vase
£89.00 (excludes VAT)
SSVW18 - Large Lidded Urn
(Base - £79 / Lid - £30)
£125.00 (excludes VAT)

SSVW19 - Large Ginger Vase
(Base - £91 / Lid - £36)
£143.00 (excludes VAT)

SSVW20 - Small Lidded Urn
(Base - £80 / Lid - £36)
£116.00 (excludes VAT)
Real 'Twins' Available

**AB08 - Red Wine Bottle (Cork Top)**
- Buy 12 for £132
- Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
  (£50 deposit per item)
- £12.00 (excludes VAT)

**AB35 - Antique Port Bottle**
- Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
  (£50 deposit per item)
- £13.00 (excludes VAT)

**AB38 - Red Wine Bottle (Screw Top)**
- Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
  (£30 deposit per item)
- £12.00 (excludes VAT)

**AT01 - Glass Stacking Ashtray**
- Buy 4 for £48
- Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
- £13.00 (excludes VAT)

**C02 - Sideplate**
- Buy 12 for £132
- Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
- £12.00 (excludes VAT)

**C03 - Dinner Plate**
- Buy 12 for £144
- Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
- £13.00 (excludes VAT)

**C04 - Saucer**
- Buy 12 for £132
- Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
- £12.00 (excludes VAT)

**C06 - Tea Cup**
- Buy 12 for £144
- Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
- £13.00 (excludes VAT)

**C08 - Mug**
- Buy 12 for £144
- Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
- £13.00 (excludes VAT)
C16 - Teapot
Buy 4 for £108
Real ‘Twin’ Hire - £20p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

C17 - Coffee Mug
Buy 12 for £144
Real ‘Twin’ Hire - £20p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£22.00 (excludes VAT)

C18 - Tapered Espresso Cup
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

C19 - Tapered Espresso Saucer
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

C20 - Straight Espresso Cup
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

C21 - Straight Espresso Saucer
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £6
£11.00 (excludes VAT)

C23 - Soup Bowl
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £8
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

DC03 - Small Carafe
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £12
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

DC08 - Cut Glass Decanter
(Base - £23 / Stopper - £6)
Real ‘Twin’ Hire - £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£30.00 (excludes VAT)
DC12 - Square Cut Glass Decanter
(Base - £24 / Stopper - £6)
Buy 4 for £116
Real 'Twin' Hire: £20p/w
(£100 deposit per item)
£30.00 (excludes VAT)

G02 - Old Straight Pint Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

G03 - Modern Pint Glass
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

G04 - Dimpled Tankard
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

G07 - Whiskey Tumbler
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

G08 - Modern ½ Pint Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

G10 - Hiball Glass
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

G18 - Duralex Tumbler
Buy 12 for £132
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

G20 - Tulip Pint Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Hire Option</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G21</td>
<td>Large Juice Glass</td>
<td>'Twin' Hire - £10p/w (£50 deposit per item)</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G22</td>
<td>Cut Glass Whiskey Tumbler</td>
<td>'Twin' Hire - £10p/w (£50 deposit per item)</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G23</td>
<td>Diamond Whiskey Tumbler</td>
<td>'Twin' Hire - £10p/w (£50 deposit per item)</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G25</td>
<td>Small Juice Glass</td>
<td>'Twin' Purchase - £6</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G32</td>
<td>Small Shot Glass</td>
<td>'Twin' Purchase - £6</td>
<td>£10.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G33</td>
<td>Medium Shot Glass</td>
<td>'Twin' Purchase - £6</td>
<td>£10.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G34</td>
<td>Short Curved Hiball Glass</td>
<td>'Twin' Purchase - £6</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G35</td>
<td>Tall Curved Hiball Glass</td>
<td>'Twin' Purchase - £6</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G36</td>
<td>Cross Hatch Cut Tumbler</td>
<td>'Twin' Purchase - £8</td>
<td>£13.00 (excludes VAT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GV10 - Wide Cut Vase
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w  
(£100 deposit per item)
£21.00 (excludes VAT)

GV11 - Large Crystal Vase
Buy 4 for £108
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w  
(£100 deposit per item)
£28.00 (excludes VAT)

GV12 - Medium Crystal Vase
Buy 4 for £88
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w  
(£100 deposit per item)
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

GV17 - Square Bud Vase
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

JB14 - Small Cereal Bowl
Buy 12 for £168
Real 'Twin' Hire - £7
£15.00 (excludes VAT)

JB15 - Large Cut Rose Bowl
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w  
(£100 deposit per item)
£29.00 (excludes VAT)

JB16 - Small Cut Fruit Bowl
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w  
(£100 deposit per item)
£29.00 (excludes VAT)

JB19 - Large Jug
Real 'Twin' Hire - £20p/w  
(£50 deposit per item)
£23.00 (excludes VAT)

JB22 - Small Jug
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
£18.00 (excludes VAT)
JB30 - Mixing Bowl
Unpainted Version - £33
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £26
£42.00 (excludes VAT)

JB31 - Stackable Glass Bowl
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £16
£33.00 (excludes VAT)

JB32 - Terracotta Tapas Dish
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £7
£18.00 (excludes VAT)

LB08 - Test Tube
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £9
£10.00 (excludes VAT)

LB11 - Small Reagent Bottle
Breakaway Lid - £6
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
Plastic Lid - £2.50
£12.00 (excludes VAT)

LB12 - Large Reagent Bottle
Breakaway Lid - £6
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £13
Plastic Lid - £2.50
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

LB22 - Small Battery Jar
(Base - £36 / Lid - £10)
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £24
£47.00 (excludes VAT)

LB25 - Small Measuring Beaker
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £20
£20.00 (excludes VAT)

LB26 - Medium Conical Flask
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £20
£20.00 (excludes VAT)
LB27 - Small Conical Flask  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £18  
£15.00 (excludes VAT)  

LB31 - Wide Mouth Reagent Bottle  
(Base - £23 / Lid - £8)  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £24  
£32.00 (excludes VAT)  

LB32 - Narrow Mouth Reagent Bottle  
(Base - £19 / Lid - £8)  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £18  
£28.00 (excludes VAT)  

LB33 - Large Boiling Flask  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £34  
£33.00 (excludes VAT)  

LB34 - Large Conical Flask  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £26  
£33.00 (excludes VAT)  

LB35 - Wide Mouth Reagent Jar  
(Base - £30 / Lid - £16)  
Real 'Twin' Hire – £20p/w  
(£100 deposit per item)  
£47.00 (excludes VAT)  

M24 - Glass Salt Cellar  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6  
£8.00 (excludes VAT)  

M25 - Ceramic Salt Cellar  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6  
£8.00 (excludes VAT)  

SG03 - Paris Goblet  
Buy 12 for £144  
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6  
£13.00 (excludes VAT)
SG06 - Large Wine Goblet
Buy 12 for £156
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG19 - Champagne Saucer
Buy 12 for £156
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG23 - Cocktail Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG25 - Large Cut Sherry Glass
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG26 - Diamond Cut Brandy Glass
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG28 - Champagne Flute
Buy 12 for £156
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG36 - Small Wine Goblet
Buy 12 for £156
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG37 - Large Gin Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG38 - Pleated Goblet
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£14.00 (excludes VAT)
SG39 - Cross Hatch Cut Goblet
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG40 - Brandy Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£14.00 (excludes VAT)
Sheet glass

- Broken Glass
- Car Windows
- Coloured Glass

- Frosted Glass
- Glass Boxes
- Leaded Glass

- Mirrored Glass
- Plain Sheet Glass
- Shaped Glass

- Stain Glass
- Textured Glass
- TV Screens
Wired Glass
Soft & Rigid Rubber

RRAB01 - Lager Bottle
£67.00 (excludes VAT)

RRAB07 - Champagne Bottle
£70.00 (excludes VAT)

RRAB08 - Red Wine Bottle (Cork Top)
£67.00 (excludes VAT)

RRAB30 - Generic Whiskey Bottle
£70.00 (excludes VAT)

RRAB48 - Kentucky Bourbon Bottle
£70.00 (excludes VAT)

RRAB49 - Blended Scotch Whiskey Bottle
£70.00 (excludes VAT)

Soft Rubber Sheet Glass
(Per 1ft x 1ft Piece)
£40.00 (excludes VAT)
Stem Glasses

SG03 - Paris Goblet
Buy 12 for £144
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £6
£13.00 (excludes VAT)

SG04 - Small Greek Goblet
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG05 - Large Greek Goblet
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG06 - Large Wine Goblet
Buy 12 for £156
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG18 - Fluted Goblet
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG19 - Champagne Saucer
Buy 12 for £156
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG20 - Ornate Champagne Saucer
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG21 - Ornate Short Goblet
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG23 - Cocktail Glass
Real ‘Twin’ Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)
SG24 - Cut Red Wine Glass
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG25 - Large Cut Sherry Glass
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG26 - Diamond Cut Brandy Glass
Real 'Twin' Hire - £10p/w
(£50 deposit per item)
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG27 - Large Cocktail Glass
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG28 - Champagne Flute
Buy 12 for £156
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG29 - Cut Champagne Flute
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG30 - Mini Tulip Glass
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG31 - Crystal Wine Glass
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG35 - Faceted Red Wine Goblet
£15.00 (excludes VAT)
SG36 - Small Wine Goblet
Buy 12 for £156
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £8
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG37 - Large Gin Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG38 - Pleated Goblet
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG39 - Cross Hatch Cut Goblet
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £10
£16.00 (excludes VAT)

SG40 - Brandy Glass
Real 'Twin' Purchase - £6
£14.00 (excludes VAT)

SG41 - Small Sherry Glass
£12.00 (excludes VAT)